
ESOL STATUS
Active Status - These students qualified for the ESOL program based on the IPT and KELPA2 results. They are 
currently enrolled at the elementary, middle, or high school EL center.
 
Monitored Status - These students have scored proficient on the KELPA2. They are performing alongside their 
peers in the general education classroom without program support.

Exited Status - After one year on monitored status, students will be exited from the ESOL program. These students 
are considered proficient in the English language. They are no longer registered as ESOL by the state of Kansas. 

Denied Services - These students have qualified for the program, but parents have opted to send them to 
their home school without services. They are required by the state to take the KELPA2.

TESTING
Pre IPT (IDEA Proficiency Test)
   The Pre IPT is given to 3 to 5 year olds as a placement tool for incoming Kindergarten students.

IPT (IDEA Proficiency Test)
   The IPT is given to second semester Kindergarten students to12th grade students as a placement tool for 
   the ESOL program.
   *Students are tested over the four language domains: listening, writing, speaking, and reading.*

KELPA2 (Kansas English Language Proficiency Assessment)
   The KELPA2 is given in the spring semester of each school year to all active ESOL students in the state of Kansas. 
   *Students are tested over the four language domains: listening, writing, speaking, and reading.

INCLUSION
This program model brings the ESOL specialist or paraprofessional into the classroom. The specialist or 
paraeducator may work with students individually at their seats, or as a group some place in the classroom. 
The specialist or para may assist ESOLs with the same lesson that the rest of the class is doing or modify 
the lesson in some way. The ESOL specialist or para could also assist while the classroom teacher instructs 
the whole class by providing visual aids, assisting with key vocabulary, or providing other help with 
comprehension. In this type of model, the ESOL specialist or para can provide assistance for the entire class. 

PULL-OUT
In this model, the ESOL student leaves the general education classroom to meet with the ESOL specialist 
or paraeducator. This model allows the ESOL specialist to teach a specific subject area, provide 
background information for upcoming lessons, review difficult content, or focus on the four language 
domains in a small group setting. The ESOL specialist can pull small groups of students across classrooms 
or grade levels who are at a similar level of English proficiency.

NEWCOMER GROUPS
This program model is effective for beginning ESOLs who need to develop “survival” English skills. Typically 
these are students who are new to the country.  These groups are developed based on language proficiency 
and are usually a small student to teacher ratio. These are fluid groups and are meant to change throughout 
the year as students develop language skills.

TEAM TEACHING
The ESOL specialists and/or grade level teacher work as a team both to plan and to deliver instruction 
to all students in the class. The classroom teacher is the content expert and the ESOL specialist is the expert 
on effective strategies for ESOLs. This allows the teachers to teach the entire class core content at once, or 
break the class into two flexible groups to better meet the diverse needs of the students.

“Diversity is not about how we differ.
Diversity is about embracing one another’s uniqueness.”

-Ola Joseph SERVICE MODELS
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